
The Human Experience of Giving and Receiving Care: 

Collective Thriving and Disclosure of Unanticipated Medical Outcomes



The Surprising 
Science of High 

Functioning Teams 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/
what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-the-
perfect-team.html



The Surprising 
Science of High 

Functioning Teams: 

1. On the good teams, members spoke in 
roughly the same proportion, a 
phenomenon the researchers referred to 
as ‘‘equality in distribution of 
conversational turn-taking.’’

2. The good teams all had high ‘‘average 
social sensitivity’’ — a fancy way of saying 
they were skilled at intuiting how others 
felt based on their tone of voice, their 
expressions and other nonverbal cues.

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/
what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-the-
perfect-team.html



“Conversational turn-taking,’’ ‘‘Average social 
sensitivity,’’ enhances psychological safety. 



“Conversational turn-taking,’’ ‘‘Average social 
sensitivity,’’ and psychological safety. 

‘‘shared belief held by members of a 
team that the team is safe for 
interpersonal risk-taking’’ Amy Edmonson



“Conversational turn-taking,’’ ‘‘Average social 
sensitivity,’’ and psychological safety. 

‘‘shared belief held by members of a team that the team is safe for 
interpersonal risk-taking’’Amy Edmonson

learning organization

places “where people continually expand their capacity to create the 
results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking 
are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are 
continually learning how to learn together.” Peter Senge



The #1 characteristic of leaders of highly 
functioning teams at google was . . .? 





How have you applied this in your leadership journey since we discussed? 



The Human Experience of Giving and Receiving Care



What is it that you desire most in your work?



What is it that patients desire most in their care?



If that’s what we desire most, and that’s what patients desire 

most, how is it that we don’t deliver on that all of the time? 



What do we experience when we fall short of getting what we 

desire most for ourselves, our co-workers, and our patients? 



Bryan Sexton, 
National Taskforce for
Humanity in Healthcare

• Emotional Thriving
• Emotional Recovery

Burnout at its core as the impaired ability to experience positive emotion.

I’m Burned Out

I’m Thriving

Christina Maslach

• Emotional Exhaustion
• Depersonalization
• Personal Accomplishment

Bohman, Dyrbye, Sinsky
et al.

• Culture Of Wellness
• Personal Resilience
• Efficiency of Practice

Burnout: Frameworks 



What emotions are we talking about?

Joy
Hope

Gratitude
Inspiration

Awe
Interest 

Amusement
Pride

Serenity
Love

Tiny Engines Undoing Effect

Bryan Sexton and Barbara Fredrickson



We’re Burned Out

We’re Thriving

26% of your individual burnout score is predicted by the burnout of the 
people around you.

The organizational template becomes collective accessibility to positive emotion. 

Resilience is a team sport.

“Culture of Wellness”



Domains of a High-Performance Culture



How do the skills and frameworks we have talked about 

to this point in the course relate to experiencing positive 

emotions, and/or to the domains of a high performing 

culture? 



Applying Psychological Safety Toward Enhancing 
Patient Safety: 

Getting it Right When Things Go Wrong
Part 2



Domains of a High-Performance Culture



Lucian Leape

“The single greatest impediment to error prevention in the 
medical industry is that we punish people for making 
mistakes.”



To Err is Human
(99%)

To Drift is Human
(Speed Limit)

Reckless Behavior is Rare
But Important to Identify

And Distinguish from Human 
Error And Drift



Adapted from James Reason, David Marx, Michael Leonard, Allen Frankel

Human Error At-risk Behavior Reckless Behavior

Inadvertent action, 
slip, lapse, mistake

Improve through: 

 Processes
 Procedures
 Design 
 Environment
 Training

Console Coach Remediation

A choice. Risk not 
recognized or believed to 

be justified. Drift.

Improve through: 

 Removing incentives 
for at-risk behavior

 Creating incentives for 
healthy behaviors

 Build systems that 
support ideal 
behavior

Conscious disregard 
of unreasonable risk.

Improve through: 

 Remedial action
 Punitive action



Step 1. What are the systems contributors to this event? 

Step 2. What were the care provider behaviors, decisions, actions that contributed to this 
event? 

Step 3. Event response.

3.1 What steps can be taken to improve faulty systems that contributed to this event? How 
would these steps be implemented practically?

3.2  What steps can be taken to provide direct and timely feedback to the involved 
provider(s)/staff? 

3.3 How will we support the involved provider(s)?

3.4 Disclosure to the patient

What will we do to prevent the next patient from being harmed? 



Transparency around
Unanticipated Medical 
Outcomes



• Hx: Atrial fib, admitted for pneumonia

• Meds: Rocephin, Coumadin (2.5 mg/day)

• Early AM on Hospital Day 5: RN calls doctor after 
finding neuro deficit

• INR=6; C-T ordered

• Record review shows no previous coag studies this 
admit; doctor can’t believe hadn’t ordered one on 
admission

A Man With Pneumonia







What Happened Next
The family asks the (RN, MD, PT): 

“Why did Dad have a stroke?”  
How would you recommend the 

medical team answer?



1. No disclosure: "pneumonia serious… bad heart 
condition… just happens sometimes.” 

2. Facts, more later: "INR was high, which might have 
contributed … we need to review events … to find out 
the cause of the stroke"

3. Disclose error: “INR high…Dad got too much coumadin
(+ “I didn’t check INR since admission …”); may have 
contributed, need to review“

4. Disclose error, assign responsibility: “INR high, Nurses 
misread my order (or bad handwriting)”; “I am so 
sorry that this probably caused stroke…"

Why Did Dad Have A Stroke?



What keeps us from being transparent to patients 

around unanticipated medical outcomes? 



Simulated Error Case

I would definitely disclose 

this error

I would probably disclose this 

error

I would disclose this error 

only if asked by the patient

I would definitely not disclose 

this error

Response Canadian MedicineUS Medicine

44.4%34.1%

47.8%52.7%

6.5%12.5%

1.2%0.8%



Barriers to Disclosure

Shame, fear

Loss of patient trust

Medical-legal concerns

Lack of framework, skills, and institutional 
support



What do patients/families want to know? 



From: Patients' and Physicians' Attitudes Regarding the Disclosure of Medical Errors

JAMA. 2003;289(8):1001-1007. doi:10.1001/jama.289.8.1001



Rationale for Disclosure
to Patients
Error disclosure as informed consent

Positive obligation to inform patients of errors

Error disclosure as truth-telling

Regulatory requirements
JCAHO standards, state laws

Disclosure gap
Blendon study: 30% disclosure rate



To the patient, an unexpected outcome is 
unexpected

Care 
Reasonable 

Care 
Unreasonable 

Unanticipated 
outcome

Natural progression 
of medical condition

System failure(s)

Inherent risk of 
investigations or 
treatments

Clinician performance/errors

Equipment malfunctions

Harm not 
preventable

Harm 
preventable



What Happened Next
The family asks the (RN, MD, PT): 

“Why did Dad have a stroke?”  
How would you recommend the 

medical team answer?



Key Elements of Disclosing Unanticipated 
Outcomes
Content

Known facts including results of event analysis

Regret for unanticipated outcome

Formal apology if caused by error or system failure

What will be done to prevent the error from happening again

Gallagher TH, Studdert D and Levinson L. (2007). Disclosing 

harmful errors to patients. N Engl J Med. 356(26). 2713-2719.



Key Elements of Disclosing Unanticipated 
Outcomes
Institutional support 

Integrated disclosure, patient-safety, and risk activities – and link to 
improvement efforts

Disclosure support system including training, real-time coaching, and 
emotional support – “Care for the Caregiver” 

Gallagher TH, Studdert D and Levinson L. (2007). Disclosing 

harmful errors to patients. N Engl J Med. 356(26). 2713-2719.



Effective 
Resolution 

Economics

Ethics 

Legal

Elements of an Effective Resolution When
Things Go Wrong

Rapport and 
Trust



National Models of Disclosure

University of Michigan 

University of Illinois – Seven Pillars 

COPIC and 3Rs



Gallagher TH, Studdert D and Levinson L. (2007). Disclosing 

harmful errors to patients. N Engl J Med. 356(26). 2713-2719.



McDonald, TB et al. Responding to patient safety incidents: the “seven pillars.”Qual Saf Health Care 2010;19:e11. 
doi:10.1136/qshc.2008.031633



Joy
Hope

Gratitude
Inspiration

Awe
Interest 

Amusement
Pride

Serenity
Love

Tiny Engines Undoing Effect

Bryan Sexton and Barbara Fredrickson


